Ferrari 458 GT, Yellow - Mattel Hot Wheels BCJ78 - 1/18 Scale Diecast Model Toy Car
Add some class to your room with this elegantly engineered sports car from Hot Wheels! This Ferrari 458 GT comes in yellow, featuring a display plaque and openable doors. It's a great choice for sports car collectors, and a must have for die-hard Ferrari fanatics! Features:

- Mattel Hot Wheels - Ferrari 458 Italia GT Hard Top #12
- 1/18 Scale
- This Ferrari 458 GT is a Diecast Metal Model Toy Car
- Sits on a display plaque
- Openable doors
- Manufactured by Mattel
- Yellow color
- Individually packed in a window box: 13.5"L x 6.75"W x 5"H.
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